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There are many reasons why you might choose a career in government and become a municipal employee. There are many benefits working for local government, including better job security than in the private sector, access to a good pension, medical aid and a housing scheme as well as a guaranteed 13th cheque. We’ll take a closer look at the
benefits of working for local government further down, as well as covering the municipal employee jobs available and the kind of public administration salary in South Africa that you can expect to earn with the correct local government qualifications, such as the University of Pretoria’s Public Management Degree, which can be studied online from
the comfort of home. But first, let’s have a look at what life as a local government manager entails on a day-to-day basis. As a public manager working for local government, you could be involved in any one of many different local government programmes. Any national government is responsible for running the entire country, providing services and
infrastructure to millions of people while preparing for and responding to both local and national disasters. While things are planned and coordinated at a national level, it is up to the municipality to ensure these are carried out and that there is adequate service delivery. The South African government’s Programme of Action sets 14 priority areas of
focus, although it also notes that there are many more projects, programmes and campaigns that it is involved in outside of these priority areas. The list gives a good idea of the broad range of fields in which municipal employees and public administrators may end up working. Education Health Safety and security Economic growth and employment
Skills development Infrastructure Rural development Human settlements Local government Environment International relations Public sector Social protection Nation-building and social cohesion Although this is a list of national concerns, most of these areas are dealt with at the local government and municipal level by municipal employees. Life as a
local government manager will likely involve administration and budgeting to ensure that services are properly provided to the local community. Among many other roles, they are the people who make sure that homes get water and power; that roads are maintained, cleaned and kept safe; and that hospitals, schools and libraries are appropriately
staffed and adequately equipped. Co-ordinate implementation of national policies and legislation In South Africa, there are three tiers of government: national, provincial and local. Local government is the municipal level and South Africa has three types of municipalities: metropolitan municipalities, which are the six biggest cities; local municipalities
and district municipalities. Each municipality is run by a council, with the mayor in charge. These are elected positions and the people in these roles can change depending on the results of local government elections. The council and mayor also oversee and work with the municipal manager and the department heads, who form part of the municipal
administration. Unlike the elected positions of councillor and mayor, those working in municipal administration have far better job security as they stay on regardless of election results. It is up to municipal administrators to ensure that the national policies as shown in the section above are properly implemented and coordinated within their
communities. Working for local government and qualifications requirements The work of a municipality is wide-reaching and requires a huge number of people with many different skills. At the lower end are roles such as switchboard operators, security staff and cashiers, which require little more than a Matric and some relevant job experience and
skills like computer literacy. Moving up in the local government hierarchy, the requirements become much more onerous. Higher-level local government positions require higher qualifications and more work experience, obtained at a higher level. Mid-level managers will require at least a diploma or bachelor’s degree as well as a few years of relevant
experience. Further up, directors of departments tend to require relevant postgraduate qualifications and up to 10 years of relevant experience. To get a feel for what the average public administration salary in South Africa is, here are links to vacancies at some of the countries metropolitan municipalities: Here are the job titles, qualification
requirements and approximate salaries of a top-level and a mid-level position, at the time of writing: District Health Services: director Salary Range: R62 284.19 – R77 850.07 pm (basic salary excluding benefits) Appointment requirements (shortened version): South Africa is rich in minerals, and it supplies a large amount of the world’s production of
these minerals thanks to an active mining industry. This country has some of the biggest reserves of gold, manganese, coal, platinum, diamonds, vanadium and chromite ore. Read on for more information.Overview of Mining ActivitiesSouth Africa’s economy has long been dependent on gold and diamond mining. Gold makes up more than 33 percent
of the nation’s exports, and the diamond industry comes in at the fourth spot for worldwide diamond producers. Experts consider South Africa ripe for finding additional deposits of precious minerals and metals, as well as energy and industrial minerals, ferrous minerals, non-ferrous minerals and metals.South Africa has experienced growth in
secondary industries in recent years, which has led to the decline of mining’s relative contribution to the nation’s gross domestic product. Even so, the mining industry continues to be an important contributor to South Africa’s economy, creating jobs, making up about 18 percent of the gross domestic product and earning more than 50 percent of
foreign exchange.Gold Mines in South AfricaGold was discovered in South Africa in the late 1800s, and this discovery led to the development of Johannesburg and several other cities. South Africa’s Witwatersrand Basin is the biggest gold resource in the world. This basin covers three provinces in South Africa, although gold is found only on the north
and west margins.Gold mining began to suffer after the turn of the 21st century. Mines were forced to dig deeper, and gold prices dropped. That being said, gold mining continues to make up an important part of the employment sector.Coal Mining in South AfricaCoal mining also began in South Africa in the late 1800s, in many of the same areas
where gold was discovered. Coal mines are located in northeastern South Africa. The nation produces coal with a medium ash content. To prepare some of the coal for export, it’s washed to make it a higher grade. Some of the coal is left at a lower grade for power station boilers owned by the South African public electric utility.Initially, coal mining
was a private industry. This changed around 1970, when foreign oil companies looking for coal became involved with the market, creating new coal mines. Currently, coal mining comes in as the third largest mining industry for South Africa, following gold and platinum.The Diamond Mining Industry in South AfricaThe diamond mining industry in
South Africa has existed since the 1860s. The first diamond was found near Hopetown, weighing 21.25 carats. Alluvial deposits were where the first diamonds were discovered, and later a large number of diamonds were discovered at the Cullinan mine.Diamond mining in South Africa is considered to have a solid future, and the nation is engaged in
expansion of its three biggest mines, which are expected to remain active for 25 to 50 more years.Future Opportunities for MiningDue to the importance of mining to South Africa’s economy, the nation will continue to prioritize operations, as well as exploration and discovery of new deposits. Using drones with geothermal imagery might eliminate
geological drilling and sampling, which could enhance efficiency and reduce costs. Robotic technology may replace human workers, which should improve worker safety and help reduce negative impacts on the environment. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET
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